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GENERAL NEWS
SUBS: You can pay direct to our bank account Wespac 03 0751 0274539 00 please inform
Hub,the treasurer hub.opdenbuysch@xtra.co.nz or post a cheque to 436 Sunrise Valley Road, RD
1 Upper Moutere 7173. Cheque to be made payable to Nelson Rock and Mineral Club. Alternatively you can see Hub at one of our monthly meetings.
Sheila Hardwick has offered to write about the history of our club, and this will form part of our
50 year celebrations due next year. She has sent a questionnaire for all members to return.
Digital file storage for Club business is being stored on Diane’s OneDrive. The directory is viewable but
not editable for those granted sharing rights. If people want access, email Diane and she will email the link
to them
End of Year BBQ: December 6th at Cable Bay, across the tombolo (causeway) at 11.30am onwards. Bring food to BBQ and a dessert to share lunch. Bring chairs, sunhats, drinks, kayaks, togs etc.

SCIENCE FAIR 2014
The Cawthron Science and Techology Fair was held on the 24th September for school students
from year 9 to 13. Anyone can apply to be a Judge and from our Club, myself, Mike Blowers, Peter Ingram and Alan Mathews made themselves available.
I had no idea what to expect in being a judge but was reassured that it would be an enjoyable experience. It was.
I turned up at the Stoke Memorial Hall around 9am to a hive of activity from students setting up
their displays and judges arriving for an overview of what was required from them. We were
paired with another judge and given our "board" with the student names who we would interview. We had half an hour to read up on the projects and at 10.10am we began our interviews. I
was paired with a lecturer from Otago University and between us we asked each of our entries pertinent questions about their projects and then marked them accordingly.
The questions were like: What is your project? Where did your ideas come from? How did you go
about researching your project? Can you develop more on what you have learned? Did you enjoy
the experience? etc, etc.
After judging was completed, we compiled all our marks and handed them in for counting. You
can view the results on http://cawthronsciencefair.org.nz/Results/2014+Results
I found the experience very enlightening and most enjoyable. The students were a delight and we
can be assured we have a great bunch of future scientists or technologists for the future of this
country or elsewhere.
I should also add that the experience was enhanced on being supplied with an excellent morning
tea and lunch followed by a gift of a bottle of wine for our efforts.
We were not able to award the NRMC Jock Braithwaite Prize for a geology based project because
there wasn't anything suitable!

October 19 and 20, Field Trip to Golden Bay:
Our usual Labour weekend timeslot to Golden Bay was denied us this year due to the accommodation being booked
out by the owners of the lodge. So we brought the date forward a week which may have affected the numbers of
members attending, but nonetheless we had a good turn out.
Those that had the time on Friday visited either Copperstain Creek or Ligar Bay. Copperstain Creek had suffered in
the past from over enthusiastic fossiking by persons unknown, however the floods had obliterated the damage and the
location is back to how it was. At Ligar bay we were hoping to find pyrite balls the size of large eggs in the marine
clay, we hunted in the mud flats but were unable to locate any. We then looked at a cutting on the side of the road and
found the pyrite balls, but none larger than marbles.
Later, back at the lodge we had dinner, a roaring fire, then big screen projection film Meer cat View
night consisting of a short program on volcanoes, followed by part two of Men of
Rock.
Saturday morning we set off to visit the fushite quarry. Then we went to see the
local landowners of the quarry who were good friends of Greta. Their residence (it
was more than a house!) was filled with curiosities and afforded us great views of
the bay.
Fossil Echinoid

Next we headed off to the Limonite workings. We were a bit Unfriendly Seal
hazy on the exact location but before long found the mine tunnels which led the way to the limonite workings. Some stayed
here to fossick whilst others went with David in search of dinosaur footprints. And some went to Puponga for fossil echonoids and seals for company.

On the way back from the Dinosaur footprints we stopped off at a known Cretaceous plant fossil site which in the past
had rewarded us with interesting finds.
Communal shared supper back at the lodge followed by Men of Rock Part 3, though some of us forwent the film for
some liquid nourishment at the nearby Mussel Inn.
Sunday we went to a number of sites as we wended our way back to Nelson.
The weekend offered something for everybody, interesting locations, great scenery, great weather and even greater
company.
We had a number of volunteers to do a write up for the different sites that we visited, and here they are:

Dinosaurs and Plant fossils by Dave Briggs
On Saturday afternoon, a small breakaway group went
off down the Paturau Road to see the supposed dinosaur footprints which were discovered, a few years
ago, at the edge of the Whanganui Inlet. The footprints
are preserved in sediments mapped by GNS as the
Puponga Member of the North Cape Formation, which
is assigned to the late Cretaceous or early Palaeocene.
The sediments themselves are interesting, for they are
composed of finely bedded gravels, sands and silts,
showing beautiful ripple and cross-bedding, with fining-upward cycles, suggesting a shallow estuarine
environment in which depositional conditions varied

Sediments with Dinosaur
footprint crossection

either seasonally or, perhaps, in response to the daily
cycle of tides. It’s therefore likely to have been an

Lunch at the footprint site

environment much like that which exists today.
Except – of course – that there seem to have
been dinosaurs around then! For they suggest
that, at some stage, two or more of these
creatures crossed the muddy foreshore,
squelching their way through the mud as they
headed north. With careful inspection, it’s
even possible to convince yourself that you
can see the compression and shearing at the
toe-end of the prints, as the foot was lifted out of the mud. What makes the footprints even more
interesting is that they appear to date from the very end of the Cretaceous, ca 65 million years ago,
long after New Zeland split from Gondwanaland. They are, therefore, rare examples of Zealandia
dinosaurs – unique to this country.
There are, however, a number of surprising features about the footprints and their relationship with
the deposits. One is that the tops of the footprints are clearly not at the same level, but instead open
out into different layers within the sediments. Either the footprints have been planed off, at different depths, by subsequent erosion; or they were formed at somewhat different times (between several days and several years apart). It’s also notable that the deposits are uncompacted and only
loosely cemented. Clearly they’ve not been buried to any significant depth since they were laid
down (and since the footprints were formed). These features do leave a lingering doubt about the
interpretation of the deposits and the footprints, but also add to their interest.
As a group, we were warned before we went to be underwhelmed by the site. Unfortunately, also,
the site has become somewhat degraded since the group last visited the site, during its trip to
Patura in October 2013, due to accumulation of muds on the foreshore. As a consequence, it’s no
longer possible to trace the footprints out into the inlet, though good cross-sections are still visible
in the sediments at the edge Nevertheless, most of us, I think, found it an intriguing visit, and left
us pondering.
From there, we headed north and stopped at exposures of Coal Measures, in slightly older sediments from the same member, some 20 km to the north. The site is in what was previously pine
forest, now clear-felled (a dastardly practice that causes untold environmental damage) and left to
regenerate. Erosion, hillwash and the irresistible spread of gorse mean that it is now much degraded compared to a year ago, so fossicking was less successful than we hoped. Small sections
are visible, however, from which it’s possible to recover palm leaf fragments and seeds, some of
which are very well preserved. Given the rate at which this site is being degraded, however, this is
likely to have been our last chance to collect from these deposits.

Any old iron, beach and rameka Creek, by Mike Blowers
After testing a couple of wrong tracks, the road to the iron mine was located and everyone trooped

down to a small stream choked with iron ore
debris and collected a few samples, but left
the climb to the mine itself for later. At this
stage the party split into three groups going
in different directions – one to the dinosaur
footprints, another to fossil beach and Mike,
Tim and Hazel staying to check the iron mine
– but taking the wrong track upwards, ended
up away from the mine but finding some surface deposits with interesting crystalisation.
From there they headed to the small stream
just west of the Mt Burnett quarry to look for
better samples of Fuchsite than they had found earlier at the old quarry by the roadside. They
found a couple of pieces, but it took some searching! The masses of stone debris that had been
dug out of this stream some years ago after flooding seem to have disappeared, and the stream-bed
itself was searched. As it was late in the afternoon, they repaired to the Mussel Inn for refreshment
before returning to base for supper.

The first excursion the next morning was to find the old ironworks on Ironworks Road, behind our
lodgings, but it seems that what little remains is on private land and hardly worth the effort, so we
headed off to Rangihaeata beach on the North side of Patons Rock, for a leisurely stroll towards
the Rock, examining exposures along the beach as far as the headland. We encountered an interesting and a little puzzling series of exposures, firstly some large sandstone/gritstone blocks, seemingly placed to control erosion, with worm holes and cavities formed by trees and branches –
placed by human hand but quarried from where? Then there was an exposure of ancient Kahikatea
tree roots and trunks emerging from the sand, possibly 7000 years old and a good stop for a team
photo. Then followed some low soft lineated mudstone exposures, trending NE/SW, worn almost
to sea level, with a puzzling collection of hard, well worn and rounded, evenly sized stones,
(sandstone?) some 20 to 30 centimetres
across, scattered around the mudstone but not
derived from it, again these probably placed
by human action, possibly ballast stones from
who knows where? Finally we reached the
headland which was composed of strongly
layered limestone, with scattered fossil fragments, weathering in the manner of Punakaiki, the rocks opening up along the narrow
bands of layering. Diane remembers more
about the edible rock oysters she found here
than any ancient fossil remains!

Our final objective for the day was Rameka Creek to see if we could locate the skarn contact zone
above the road ford. We parked off the road a few hundred metres below the ford and met a group who
had come up to clear the bike track for the following week ends mountain bike race. We trudged up to
find the contact, which does not seem quite as obvious as was expected according to those who had
been there before. Sill some altered marble was collected as well as other interesting examples of hornblend, epidote and other minerals, most of which we found on the way back down the creek. From here
we said our good-byes drove back to Nelson

Rangihaeata beach by Lis martins
An interesting feature at Rangihaeata are the twisted remnants of a kahikatea forest (estimated to have
stood for 7000 years).
Further along the beach is a reef of iron oxide. All its other minerals have evaporated through processes
such as earth movement, pressure, weather and storms. There are also limestone cliffs.
The geology story
During late Eocene times 40-34 Million years ago (Ma) the coal in this area developed in swampland.
Then Zealandia, which at that time, lay on the edge of Gondwanaland drifted eastwards into the Pacific
as a consequence of sea floor spreading. Eventually the landstretched and thinned, then broke up and

sank. During the Oligocene Epoch (34-24 Ma)the calcareous sandstone, mudstone, and limestone were
deposited. Because of this immersion almost all of New Zealand’s Cenozoic fossils are marine.
In Early Miocene times (23 Ma) the Alpine Fault formed and as a result a small portion of the mostly
drowned Zealandia continent was again uplifted, revealing New Zealand. At this time the deposition
changed from limestone to mudstone.

How to look at a volcano.
Talk given by Peter Ingrams, October 2014

There is a nice series of books, How to look at birds, How to look at Paintings, and maybe more.
So this is How to look at a Volcano. Specifically I am talking about the shape of volcanoes and
what we can learn from that shape and even more specifically, I am talking about the shape of
New Zealand Volcanoes. There are also a few examples of how not to look at a volcano.
Rangitoto

Mt Tarawera

Taranaki

Lake Taupo

There are four basic shapes.
Shield volcanoes. The eruption builds up long sloping sides, rather like an up-side down saucer.
Rangitoto is a good example of this
Cone volcanoes. These are the ones that look like volcanoes. Taranaki is a good example of one
of these.
Dome volcanoes. Basically a bulge shape. Mt Tarawera is an example of a dome volcano.
Calderas.

Lake Rotorua is a good example of one of these. So too is Lake Taupo.

Shield volcanoes tend to be made of basalt
Cones of andesite.

Domes are made of dacite and rhyolite.
Calderas of rhyolite.
It is mainly about silica. Silicon dioxide is the most abundant mineral is the earth’s crust. It is
also one of the lighter minerals which is why the continental shelves float on the heavier, silica
poor rocks, of the oceanic crust.
The difference between these four types of volcanic rock is the amount of silica they have in them.
Basalt has the least, about 50% silica; andesite has more and rhyolite has the most, about 70%.
To some extent you can judge the amount of silica by the colour. Basalt is the darkest and rhyolite is the lightest. So the lighter colour the rock is the more silica it probably has in it.

However from a volcanic point of view it is how they behave as
liquids when they are molten that is important. Molten silica is a
very thick sticky liquid, that’s why you can do this with it.

Glass Blowing

Glass blowing depends entirely on molten silica being so thick
and viscous that it holds together when you blow bubbles in it.

Molten rhyolite at 70% silica, is still a very viscous liquid.

Molten basalt is much runnier liquid. Running down a moderately steep slope basalt can flow at
up to about 8 km per hour. It has been know to flow as far as 50 km from its vent.
And this simple difference goes a long way to determining the shape of a volcano. The runnier
lava of high basalt volcanoes spread out forming shield volcanoes. Here is another good example, Banks Peninsula has the remains of two shield volcanoes, Littleton and Akaroa. 0006, The
Dunedin volcanoes are the same. . Shield volcanoes also tend to be the least violent of the family.
Not so explosive but still dangerous. In 187 some tourists were so busy watching the eruption of
Mt Vesuvius that they failed to notice two streams of lava that coalesced behind them and eventually engulfed the promontory they were standing on. That is how not to look at a volcano.
CONE VOLCANOES are formed from stickier andesite and being stickier they pile up steeper
sides. They tend to eject roughly equal amounts of ash and lava, alternating between them.
Ash is an important part of a volcanic eruption. It is formed in the upper part of the lava chamber
and in the volcanic neck and it tends to be formed very quickly, in the first few milliseconds of the
eruption. The molten lava, the magma usually contains dissolved carbon dioxide and water. At
this stage they are an integral part of the liquid. However they will only remain dissolved so long
as the lava is under pressure, for so long as the upwelling magma is pushing up against as hard
solid layer of rock. As soon as the overhead rock cracks and the pressure is released the carbon
dioxide and the water immediately change, flash, into a gaseous form and expands hugely. This
shatters the solvent, the liquid rock that it is dissolved in into fragments. In other words the same
explosion you get when you shake up a bottle of bubbly and then remove the cork. This is almost
always the opening phase of the eruption. This is another example of “how not to look at a volcano”

This is not something we should be complacent about because it happened in Nelson during pre
European times.....during the Permian Era when the Grampians were formed for that is what they
are, compacted volcanic ash.
The size of the explosion depends on various things but the viscosity of the lava is again an important factor. Runny lava, basalt lava, lets go of its bubbles easily. This means less ash and a
smaller explosion. Then the volcano can get on with ejecting its lava. And being runny basalt it
can come pouring out gently and easily.
However andesite is thicker. The release of its dissolved gasses is more explosive so more ash is
formed. These volcanoes tend to alternate between blowing out ash and lava. And the sides are
steeper, a cone shape, looking like a proper volcano. Taranaki is a good example.
So too is Ruapehu. It is however a complex cone. This is the result of successive eruptions, each
one creating its own vent. Ngarahoe, has a good cone shape although it is really a part of Mt
Tongariro and is fed from the same magma chamber.

A DOME VOLCANO is an extension of this same principal involving the thicker, stickier Dacite
and Rhyolite. The domes are formed from degassed lava that, rather than flowing, just piles up
around the vent. Often molten lava is not seen
on the surface, it tends to inflate the done from
the inside.
Tarawera, is an example of a dome volcano
but there are dozens of others around the Rotorua area. If the growing dome collapses suddenly, bursts in other words, then huge volumes of gas, white hot ash and larger pyroclasts are released abruptly.
Pyroclastic
clouds in other words. This is what happened
with Mt St Helens in 1980. The dome was
swelling nicely when suddenly it blew out the
side and this happened repeatedly during most
of the eruption although none of the later ones
matched the fury of the orginal outburst. Eventually though the supply of gas dwindled and the
mountain was able to build a dome about 250m high Here are several other domes, either
straight out rhyolite domes or ones that have
formed in the later stages of an eruption.
Pyroclastic clouds
Looking at a CALDERA VOLCANO such as
Lake Taupo, 0030, tells us that there has been
an act of almost indescribable violence. The
Taupo Eruption in about AD235 is thought to
have been the most violent eruption in human
history. What is left is a caldera approximately
40 km in diameter, It’s last eruption blew out
roughly 100 cu km of material. Yes it was big.
The Lake Rotorua eruption was smaller but the
Okataina Eruption, was possibly bigger. So
when you are looking at a caldera you are
probably looking at the remains of a very vio-

lent eruption, so violent that the whole magma chamber emptied and the crust then collapsed into
the chamber. Hence the caldera.

There is one other shape to think about. The volcanic plug, These are the product of the closing
phases of an eruption. In the early stages a volcano vents all its gaseous material, the ash and scoria etc; gets rid of its serious indigestion and then is ready to start on the straight basalt. Often this
is in the closing phases of an eruption. There is enough basalt to fill the vent, maybe a bit over
but not much. And then the eruption stops.
The basalt solidifies as plug of solid rock in the volcanic plug
vent. However it is surrounded by looser, softer
material which erodes away relatively fast leaving a vertical sided pillar, the plug. I only
know of one peak in NZ which may be a plug,
Tokotoa near Dargaville, I climbed it a few
years ago and can guarantee that it is certainly
steep enough. This another one at Clairmont, in
Queensland,

Peter went on to describe his volcanic adventure
to White Island, a great place to visit for those
interested in the force of nature.

Trip report Asbestos Mine Cobb 23 Nov 2014 by Tom Brown
We started walking at 10.00am, serenaded by bush robins and grey warblers, climbing gradually
higher on the old road through mixed beech forest. The odd bright green 1080 pellet on the track
could possibly be mistaken for Malachite at first glance. Initially the road passes through what
could probably be termed quartzite with two or three igneous dikes showing. One bluff has sulphide mineralisation, with pentlandite crystals in the rock. Our party, ably led by Chris Fraser
spent a couple of hours searching the centre of the quarry for the usual serpentine minerals, before
making our way back to the vehicles. Other participants were, Susan & Les Cook, DianneToole,
Lis Martins &husband George , & Tom Brown
The Central Sedimentary Belt
The rocks of the central sedimentary belt were being formed off the coat of Gondwana in the Cambrian period 600 to 475 mya. A lot of the rock is volcanics and sediments with the ultrmafics as an
intrusion into this, possibly from sub – crustal material caught up in a collision zone below the volcanos. Being in the Nelson Province the Cobb Ultra Mafics invite a comparison with the unrelated
Permian Ultrmafics of the Dun Mountain.
The Permian Ultramafics exist as a more extensive unit as part of the Stokes magnetic anomaly
that extends the length of New Zealand and beyond. The economic geology of the Cobb Ultrmafics has been confined to Asbestos,Magnesite& Talc (Steatite ), whereas the Permian Ultrmafics
have been mined for copper and chromium, as well as serpentine for fertiliser.

History of the Asbestos mine
Asbestos was first surveyed in the Cobb in 1882.
A Canterbury company prospected for Asbestos in
1908, forming a syndicate that acquired 490 acres
of land. Packhorses were used to bring out about
100 tons of asbestos until 1917 but the venture
was not successful.( An old tap drill high on the
debris slope was almost certainly from that era).
In 1935 it was decided to work the asbestos in
conjunction with the development of the Cobb River Power Scheme. The opening of the Cobb
road allowed the Hume Company to begin operations in 1940 and by 1949 about 40 tons of asbestos was being produced monthly. The mine closed in 1964 because the short length of its asbestos
fibre limited its commercial use.
Sources used in this Article:- Field Guide to NZ Geology – Jocelyn Thornton. The Prow.

AGM November 2014
This years AGM engendered lively discussion on a number of topics. The main issues were:
1

The club Big Saw

2

The Jock Braithwaite Prize

3

Shared Presidency

The committee will look into the various points mentioned as soon as practical.
Two former club presidents were awarded Life Membership as appreciation for their huge input
and devotion to our club. Congratulations to Don Kivell and Chris Fraser for this thoroughly deserved recognition.
We welcome Paul Henare onto the committee and look forward to his input and advice.
The club produced a small but welcome increase in funds over the course of the year.
Due to the unexpected length of time taken by the AGM, our Patron, Mike Johnson had to shorten
his presentation. However we got to see the incredible geology of part of the Antarctic, accompanied by some stunning photos. A write up will follow in the next newsletter

Thank you to all the club members who have helped to make this year such a success, and especially to the committee who's voluntary time and effort provides the
direction for the club.

COMING UP
December: End of Year BBQ: December 6th at Cable Bay, across the tombolo (causeway) at
11.30am onwards. Bring food to BBQ and a dessert to share lunch. Bring chairs, sunhats, drinks,
kayaks, togs etc.
No monthly meeting.
January 15 Club night: DVD on glaciers. Diane to talk on recent winter in Europe
January 31 Nelson Anniversary weekend trip to Charleston. Stay at camping ground.
February 19 Club Night: Introduction by Hub on Club microscope and camera. Chris and Tim
on micromins. Symposium from Chris.
March 19 Club night: Stephen Webb talk, geology and travels in the Andes
April 16 Club night: Stephen Eager talk on “Illuminating Minerals”?
May: 50th Anniversary
All meetings at Richmond Library, third Thursday of the month, commencing 7:30pm
Please note that this program is provisional and liable to change. Updates will be posted by email.
If you would like to share your knowledge by giving a talk to the members at a club night, or
know of anyone who would like to, please contact any member of the committee. You will have
plenty of time to prepare the talk as the spare slots begin in June 2015.
Paul has created a NRMC calendar for 2015. I have got one and think it is great. Contact Paul
for further details. They are $15 each and there may be some available at the xmas BBQ if there
are any left.
We have a large tumbler available for our members to hire. It has two drums and operates off
main power. Overall Size: 1m x 300depth x 900high. Grit can be provided at cost. Tumbler hire
$10/month

